In Case C‐Q we covered three main scenarios.
The first is the paired t‐test which we have already reviewed.
The remaining methods are for two independent samples or for more than two
independent samples.
These methods for independent samples can also be used in Case Q‐C to show an
association between the two variables but they will not allow us to predict a categorical
outcome from a quantitative predictor as may be desired in Case Q‐C.
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We will be begin with an example comparing two groups.
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Data Reference: http://lib.stat.cmu.edu/DASL/Stories/MaintainingBalance.html
Is age related to the ability maintain balance while concentrating? The data comes from the
data and story library. The data we will use was simulated to be similar to, but without
some of the problems of, the original data.
Nine elderly and eight young subjects participated in this experiment.
Each subject stood barefoot on a "force platform" and was asked to maintain a stable
upright position and to react as quickly as possible to an unpredictable noise by pressing a
hand held button. The noise came randomly and the subject concentrated on reacting as
quickly as possible.
The platform automatically measured how much each subject swayed in millimeters in
both the forward/backward and the side‐to‐side directions.
These are two independent samples but we also have two different response variables to
analyze:
• Forward to Backward Sway Range and
• Side to Side Sway Range
In each case our null hypotheses will be that the difference in the population mean sway
range between elderly and young is zero and our alternative will be that this difference will
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not be equal to zero.
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Here are the summaries produced by SPSS for both sway ranges.
Notice in SPSS the output lists elderly and then young. This indicates that the SPSS output
that follows will be estimating mu‐sub_Elderly minus mu‐sub‐Young.
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Now, boxplots for forward to backward sway range from SPSS. There seems to be some
difference in the variation but, as this is a very small sample size, possibly this could be due
to chance.
It does seem that the mean and median forward to backward sway range for elderly
individuals is larger than that for young individuals but again, the sample size is small.
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Here is the output from SAS when conducting the two‐sample t‐test.
Both distributions seem reasonably normal comparing the densities (solid vs. dotted line)
on these histograms. We also see the boxplots again, in this case horizontally, under the
histograms. There are no outliers in the data.
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These are the QQ‐plots from SAS which also show no reason for concern regarding the
normality assumption.
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Now we move into the output for the Two‐sample T‐test on forward to backward sway
range between young and elderly patients.
Notice in SAS the output lists young and then elderly. This indicates that the SAS output
will be estimating mu‐sub_Young minus mu‐sub‐Elderly.
For SAS we begin by looking for the p‐value of the test for equality of variances, which is
0.3144, outlined in the lower right of this output.
Thus we fail to reject the null hypothesis that the variances are equal and so we can use the
equal variances row in the tables, also outlined.
We find a p‐value for the equal variances two sample t‐test of 0.1404 and so there is not
enough evidence to conclude that the population mean forward to backward sway range
differs between young and elderly individuals.
The appropriate 95% confidence interval for the difference between the population mean
for young and that for elderly is given as ‐10.4 to 1.62.
We can interpret our estimate and confidence interval as follows.
Based upon this study, we estimate that the mean forward to backward sway range for
young individuals is 4.4 mm less than that for elderly individuals. However, the 95%
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confidence interval indicates that the mean for young individuals could be as much as 10.4
mm less to as much as 1.62 mm MORE than that for elderly individuals.
Plausible values for the true mean difference (young – elderly) range from large negative
values to small positive values and include the possibility that the true mean difference could
be zero.
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In SPSS, we have the reverse order for our comparison, elderly – young. So our test
statistic, mean difference, and confidence interval values are all reversed. Otherwise, the
results are equivalent.
For SPSS we begin by looking for the p‐value of the test for equality of variances, which is
0.258, outlined in the right column of the first table of this output. Notice the p‐value is
different from SAS and indeed the test used by SPSS may be preferred as it is less sensitive
to outliers and departures from normality. It is possible that SAS users and SPSS users may
get different results for this test and thus choose a different row for their t‐test.
In this case we get the same conclusion as for SAS by failing to reject the null hypothesis
that the variances are equal and so we would still use the equal variances row in the tables
outlined in the output.
We find a p‐value for the equal variances two sample t‐test of 0.140 and so there is not
enough evidence to conclude that the population mean forward to backward sway range
differs between elderly and young and individuals.
The appropriate 95% confidence interval for the difference between the population mean
for elderly and that for young is given as ‐1.62 to 10.4.
We can interpret our estimate and confidence interval as follows.
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Based upon this study, we estimate that the mean forward to backward sway range for
elderly individuals is 4.4 mm greater than that for young individuals. However, the 95%
confidence interval indicates that the mean for elderly individuals could be as much as 1.62
mm less than to as much as 10.4 mm more than that for young individuals.
Plausible values for the true mean difference (elderly – young) range from small negative
values to large positive values and include the possibility that the true mean difference could
be zero.
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Now for Side to Side Sway Range.
The boxplots show a much larger difference in variation with the distribution of young
individuals having a much smaller spread than that for elderly individuals.
It does seem a more obvious difference exists for side‐to‐side sway.
Elderly individuals tend to have larger side to side sway than young individuals.
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Here is the output from SAS when conducting the two‐sample t‐test.
Both distributions seem reasonably normal comparing the densities (solid vs. dotted line)
on these histograms. We also see the boxplots and there are no outliers in the data.
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These are the QQ‐plots from SAS which also show no reason for concern regarding the
normality assumption.
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In the SAS output, we begin by looking for the p‐value of the test for equality of variances,
which is 0.0358.
Thus here we do reject the null hypothesis that the variances are equal and so we can NOT
use the equal variances row in the tables, we should instead use the unequal variances row
outlined in the output.
We find a p‐value for the unequal variances two sample t‐test of 0.0017 and so there is
enough evidence to conclude that the population mean side to side sway range differs
between young and elderly individuals.
The appropriate 95% confidence interval for the difference between the population mean
for young and that for elderly is given as ‐20.97 to ‐6.36.
We can interpret our estimate and confidence interval as follows.
Based upon this study, we estimate that the mean side to side sway range for young
individuals is 13.7 mm less than that for elderly individuals. However, the 95% confidence
interval indicates that the mean for young individuals could be as little as 6.36 mm to as
much as 20.97 mm less than that for elderly individuals.
Plausible values for the true mean difference (young – elderly) are all negative and hence
zero is not a plausible value.
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Once again the results in SPSS are reversed and yet reveal the same conclusion. We begin
by looking for the p‐value of the test for equality of variances, which is 0.043.
Thus here we do reject the null hypothesis that the variances are equal and so we can NOT
use the equal variances row in the tables, we should use the unequal variances row ‐
outlined in the output.
We find a p‐value for the unequal variances two sample t‐test of 0.002 and so there is
enough evidence to conclude that the population mean side to side sway range differs
between young and elderly individuals.
The appropriate 95% confidence interval for the difference between the population mean
for elderly and that for young is given as 6.36 to 20.97.
We can interpret our estimate and confidence interval as follows.
Based upon this study, we estimate that the mean side to side sway range for elderly
individuals is 13.7 mm more than that for young individuals. However, the 95% confidence
interval indicates that the mean for elderly individuals could be as little as 6.36 mm to as
much as 20.97 mm more than that for young individuals.
Plausible values for the true mean difference (elderly – young) are all positive and hence
zero is not a plausible value.
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We would get the same conclusions from the non‐parametric Wilcoxon Rank‐Sum test. The
SPSS results are shown here with a p‐value for forward to backward of 0.139 and one for
side to side of 0.001.
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The SAS results are more complex. The two‐sided p‐values for either the Z or t
approximation are acceptable.
For forward to backward on the left, we find a p‐value of 0.1477 for the Z or 0.1670 for the
t.
And for side to side on the right, we find a p‐value of 0.0028 for the Z or 0.0087 for the t.
Finally, for our test involving forward to backward sway range, since we failed to reject the
null hypothesis, it is possible that we could have made a type II error.
In context we would not conclude that there is a difference in the mean forward to
backward sway when in fact there is a difference.
And for our test involving side to side sway range, since we rejected the null hypothesis, it
is possible that we could have made a type I error.
In context we would conclude that there is a difference in the mean side to side sway when
in fact there is NOT a difference.
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